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Led by Sam and James Hart, Crispin 

Somerville and Anna Watkins, Harts Group is 

the business behind Barrafina, Parrillan, El 

Pastor, Quo Vadis, Bar Daskal and The Drop.

The group aspires to excellent cooking 

with the best possible ingredients, exemplary 

service and the creation of delicious, convivial

and happy dining experiences.

For further details, menus and prices for our venues, 

please contact the relevant events teams;

QUO VADIS events@qvsoho.co.uk 02074401464 

BARRAF I NA events@barrafina.co.uk 02074401486

BAR DASKAL events@barrafina.co.uk 02074401486

EL PASTOR events@tacoselpastor.co.uk 07393017371

THE DROP info@thedropwinebar.co.uk 07393017371

Harts Group Events
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Quo Vadis is an historic Soho restaurant 

and private members club in the heart 

of Soho. Formerly home to Karl Marx,

the ‘Great Dame of Dean Street’ continues 

to draw an eclectic and epicurean crowd. 

The restaurants and rooms serve seasonal, 

regional British fare, with a menu created 

by Chef Proprietor, Jeremy Lee.
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8 - Q U O V A D I S

An Iconic Venue

Quo Vadis offers three rather extraordinary 

private event spaces situated on the 2nd floor

that delightfully accommodate all requirements, 

from breakfasts, lunches and dinners, to 

wedding celebrations or whatever gathering 

you may have in mind. The event spaces are

available to both members and non-members.



9 - Q U O V A D I S

The Marx Room

The largest of the private rooms, The Marx Room

is a light, airy and versatile space, perfect for lunches 

and dinners, weddings and drinks parties, meetings,

press events and product launches. The room is equipped 

with a 72 inch Smart TV, av set-up and wi-fi.

Capacities:

24 seated on one oval table 

32 seated on 4 small rectangular tables 

45 standing

30 theatre style

For larger receptions the adjacent rooms or full top floor 

can be hired to accomodate up to 100 guests.

24 seated32 seated
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1 1 - Q U O V A D I S

The Library

The Library is an intimate dining room, 

accomodating up to 9 guests on a round table. 

The space can also be used as a meeting room 

with board room or soft furnishings. It is also 

ideal for shoots, interviews and press junkets.

Capacities:

9 seated on round table

9 seated
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The Blue Room

The Blue Room is a uniquely atmospheric 

and versatile space, suited equally to intimate 

dinners, louche cocktail receptions or relaxed 

yet distinctive product or book launches.

Capacities:

14seated on one long table

23 seated over two separate tables 

45 standing

14 seated
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1 5 - Q U O V A D I S

Receptions in The Blue Room

For drinks receptions, The Blue Room can be 

booked for groups of up to 45. The space has 

a bar and parties are able to connect their

own music and make use of the juke box and 

pool table. This space is also ideal for

exhibitions, launches, pop-ups and photo

shoots.

Capacity:

45 standing
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Barrafina is an authentic Spanish tapas bar.

Each restaurant has an open kitchen, a beautiful 

marble-topped bar where guests can sit and watch 

the chefs at work. The a la carte menus comprise 

authentic regional dishes from around Spain and 

there is also a daily changing specials menu

unique to each restaurant. The succinct wine list 

features the finest Spanish sherries, Cavas and

wines.
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19 - B A R R A F I N A

Barrafina Drury Lane is located at the 

northen end of Drury Lane, well positioned 

for Covent Garden, The Royal Opera House 

and the surrounding theatres.

The restaurant has a lower ground floor space 

that can be booked for private dining and events.

The space includes a private kitchen where 

a dedicated Chef cooks for the day’s party.
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A R R A N G E M E N T S

The private dining space is able

to accommodate parties from 8 to 24 

seated on rectangular dining tables. 

Table plans are shown below.

Capacities:

12seated on one rectangular table

18 seated on one long rectangular table 

24 seated on two long rectangular tables

The room can be equipped with a plasma screen, AV set-up and wi-fi.

12seated 24 seated18seated



22 - B A R R A F I N A

Barrafina Adelaide Street is situated close 

to Covent Garden, Trafalgar Square and the 

Embankment. The restaurant has a lower 

ground floor space that can be booked

for private dining and events.

The space has beautiful curved walls,

high ceilings and an open plan kitchen

where our Chefs will prepare your selected

menu.

It is an ideal space for private or business 

lunches and dinners, drinks and pintxos

receptions.





24 - B A R R A F I N A

32 seated12seated 22 seated

A R R A N G E M E N T S

The private dining space is able

to accommodate groups of up to 32 

seated on rectangular dining tables.

Capacities:

10 seated  on one square table

12seated on one rectangular table

22 seated on one long rectangular table 

32 seated on 2 long rectangular tables 

60 standing

The room is equipped with a plasma screen, AV set-up and wi-fi.
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Barrafina Coal Drops Yard is located in a 

former Victorian coal store; Coal Drops Yard,

and the site has been reinvented with a

striking contemporary design within the

surviving grand brick viaducts.

The private dining room within the restaurant 

is a beautiful, light and bright space, with floor

to ceiling windows looking out onto Regent’s 

Canal. The space is ideal for private and business 

lunches, dinners and meetings.





28 - B A R R A F I N A

A R R A N G E M E N T S

The private dining room can accommodate parties 

from 8 to 24 seated on rectangular dining tables 

or up to 30. Table plans are shown below.

Capacities:

12seated on one rectangular table

18 seated on one long rectangular table 

24 seated on two long rectangular tables

The room is equipped with a plasma screen, AV set-up and wi-fi.

8 seated

18seated

12seated

20 seated

14 seated

24 seated
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Bar Daskal is a Spanish wine and cocktail bar 

located in London Bridge’s Borough Yards. The 

bar is named after seafaring artist, Vladimir 

Daskaloff, who worked under the name ‘Daskal’, 

and set up a home and studio in Estellencs, 

Mallorca after many years at sea.

Daskal was the grandfather of the bar’s owners, 

Sam, Eddie and James Hart, who grew up visiting 

him in Estellencs, and still visit the family home 

with their own kin to this day. Daskal and his 

home inspired an abiding love of Spain, its 

produce and culture. At Bar Daskal we hope you 

will find a pocket of that in London.
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3 3 - B A R D A S K A L

Bar Daskal offers an exclusively Spanish wine and sherry 

list and a short list of cocktails made with Spanish spirits. 

To eat, there are cold tapas and snacks, from expertly 

sourced Spanish jamon and cheeses, to classic tortilla 

wedges with alioli, piquant gildas and a ‘coca of the day’.

Upstairs at Bar Daskal can host up to 25 people for a

private party, with its own bar, overlooking Park Street. We

also offer exclusive hire of the whole venue for larger 

celebrations. 

Capacities:

25 standing

55 exclusive hire
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From Sam and James Hart and Crispin Somerville, 

the Pastors were inspired by Sam and Crispin’s time 

living in Mexico. The restaurants are committed to 

using the best Mexican heritage corn and

ingredients available, offering a considered 

selection of mezcal and tequila and always having a 

good time.
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El Pastor Soho is the newest member of the Pastor family 

of taquerias; bringing tacos, tostadas, mezcal and fiesta 

spirit to London’s lively West End. The ground floor 

transports you to the faded grandeur of many of the late 

19th Century buildings of Mexico City. The verdant private 

dining room is available for hire.

Capacities:

10  seated

Below, you'll find basement bar ‘Mezcaleria Colmillo,’ 

named after the nightclub EP co-founders Sam and Crispin 

ran in the 90s and 00s in Mexico City. This area is available 

for exclusive hire.

Capacities:

60seated

100 standing





3 8 - E L P A S T O R

Plaza Pastor is an outdoor, covered and

heated dining terrace just outside Casa

Pastor, with a big, central steel bar. It is

drinks-led and casual with tacos, tostadas,

sharing dishes and a live music and DJ

programme.

Plaza Pastor is available to hire exclusively for parties of up to

100.
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The Drop is a relaxed wine bar located in the

beautiful Victorian arches in Coal Drops Yard, 

Kings Cross. The Drop serves an idiosyncratic 

list of wines and carefully sourced cheese, 

charcuterie, oysters and light bites from 

producers we trust and love.
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The Drop is relaxed and informal with bar 

stool seating in the outer arches and tables in 

the central arch, as well as an outside covered 

terrace. It is a very adaptable space and can

be booked for standing receptions with 

cheese, charcuterie, oysters, light bites, and 

drinks. The Drop is available to hire

exclusively for parties of up to 100.

Capacities:

100 exclusive hire
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